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BENEFITS OF TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENTS
Transportation infrastructure goes beyond physical
structures to provide critical access to markets, skilled
labor, and important locations.1 Transportation
improvements can spur additional investments as
businesses and families make location decisions based
on access provided by transportation infrastructure.
Improving access to markets and enhancing
agglomeration economies tends to increase the rate of
return for public dollars as these investments help
support long-run economic growth.
Infrastructure investments are often touted for their
near term job creation benefits. Beyond the immediate
benefit of new jobs, an improved transportation system
can reduce the costs of travel and provide better access
to markets and high value locations such as recreation
or storm evacuation routes. Infrastructure investments
in areas that generate any of these benefits can
improve the overall return on transportation
investment. Different categories of infrastructure
projects have different rates of job creation.2 At a
national level, about 68 percent of jobs created by
infrastructure investment are created in the
construction industry and 10 percent are created in the
manufacturing industry.3 Maintenance projects create
more jobs per $1 billion and generally create jobs more
quickly than projects that add new roadways or lanes.2,4
Though expanded capacity may be needed in some
areas to support long run economic growth. In general,
a quicker pace of investment in infrastructure produces
more rapid overall economic growth.2 The average new
transportation infrastructure project may take close to
a decade to obtain the required approvals, delaying the
impact of spending so “shovel ready” projects are often
prioritized when looking to infrastructure investments
to boost economic activity.5
Beyond direct transportation-related benefits, such as
time savings, transportation investments can work in
tandem with other conditions such as labor markets

HIGHLIGHTS
•

Louisiana’s base gas tax of 16 cents implemented
in 1984 has lost 61.5 percent of that purchasing
power due to inflation. In other words, the gas
tax would need to be increased by 25.5 cents to be
on par with the value in 1984.

•

Louisiana benefits from federal infrastructure
dollars like other states, but state investments lag
the nation with Louisiana’s state dollars making
up only 49% of transportation investments in the
state compared to an average of 73% state
funding nationally.

•

The return on infrastructure investments
depends on the type of project and existing
conditions, but a review of literature suggests
that a return on investment of 4 is a reasonable
benchmark for Louisiana when considering
additional infrastructure spending.

and investment factors.1 Together, these conditions can
spur more economic investment than transportation
investments alone. Secondary effects of transportation
investment, such as reduction in congestion, can shift
business and residential location decisions and make
regions more competitive when compared to other
metropolitan areas.6 At a broad scale, investment in
transportation infrastructure has a likelihood of
impacting long-term economic growth more than other
types of public spending.7 Returns from transportation
investments tend to be considerably stronger in the
long-run than the short-run,8 perhaps taking into
account secondary factors such as changing business
location decisions that take into effect reductions in
travel time and travel cost to destinations.
STATE OF LOUISIANA’S TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
Louisiana has a large and diverse set of transportation
infrastructure. The state maintains just over 16,500
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miles of state highways and close to 950 miles of
Interstate highways. Nearly 50% of Louisiana’s major
roads are rated in poor or mediocre condition.9
Louisiana has 12,982 highway bridges, 14% of which are
considered structurally deficient.10 Fifty-seven percent
of Louisiana’s highway bridge area per square mile is in
fair or poor condition in the region, only second behind
Alabama with 63%. Louisiana has more bridge area
(square meters) in poor conditions than any state in our
region. Moreover, Louisiana is second to Alabama in
terms of the percent of bridge area in fair or poor
condition, that being 57%.11 After normalizing bridge
area to the size of the state, Louisiana stands out as
having by far the worst condition of bridges with the
amount of bridge area in poor condition more than 9
times as much Texas and Alabama, more than 7 times
as much as Florida, and more than 3 times as much as
Arkansas or Mississippi.11,12 The state transportation
network includes over 30 ports, 6 major (Class 1)
railroads, and almost 70 airports.13
Louisiana’s transportation infrastructure has a growing
backlog of delayed improvements and postponed
services. In fiscal year 2019, DOTD calculated a $14.8
billion backlog of state highway and bridge needs
awaiting funding. The backlog includes over $6.7 billion
needed for improving conditions, such as resurfacing
roads, structurally deficient bridges or bridge painting.
Reducing congestion and building capacity by adding or
widening lanes will also require almost $6.7 billion. Over
$1 billion in delayed safety issues and almost $0.2
billion in operations and motorist services add
additional projects to the transportation infrastructure
backlog.14 Delayed service, repairs, and upgrades leave
Louisiana with a long infrastructure backlog history.
Between 2012 at 2019, the DOTD infrastructure backlog
grew from $12.1 to $14.8 billion (Figure 1).
Figure 1: Louisiana Infrastructure Backlog, FY 12-1914
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FUNDING TRANSPORTATION INVESTMENTS
The state uses a combination of state revenue, largely
generated through a state gas tax, and federal funds,
primarily from a state distribution of the federal gas tax.
States can use federal cost-sharing for a range of
highway and highway-related projects, air quality
improvement programs, transportation alternative
programs, transportation projects on federal lands, and
some public infrastructure projects.15 The vast majority
of the federal funding is not eligible for use on
maintenance projects or operations. Depending on the
transportation project, states are required to provide a
match on federal transportation funds. Most highway
projects require a 10-20% state match, but a few, such
as those targeting safety improvements, are covered
100% by the federal government.15 In addition to dollars
from the federal gas tax, federal discretionary spending
can offer additional opportunities for states to compete
for additional dollars, but require various amounts of
matching and ensuring the state has adequate matching
dollars and a strong financial proposal can help
Louisiana secure more of these funds in future years.
On average, states fund more than 73% of
transportation investments using state dollars, while
the remaining dollars come from the federal
government through grants and the federal highway
trust fund. However, the level of state investment in
Louisiana is much lower with less than 49% of the
transportation budget coming from state sources.16,17
Louisiana's transportation expenditures as a percent of
total state expenditures are the lowest in the Southeast
and the second lowest in the nation. In 2020, Louisiana
spent 4%, Texas spent 10.8%, Mississippi spent 6.%, and
Florida spent 11.8% on transportation expenditures as a
percent of all state expenditures.17
Other options to support transportation projects
include tolling, project finance, public private
partnerships, and value capture programs.18 However,
these programs are more limited in use and may
undermine future investments. For example, one
project finance option, Grant Anticipation Revenue
Vehicles (GARVEE), allow states to expand access to
capital for highway construction projects using a debt
instrument to pledge future federal funding toward it.
Although this method accelerates current construction,
it consumes revenue from future years by directing an
expected future federal allocation to pay for debt
service on the GARVEE.19 In Louisiana, state statute
limits the use of GARVEE bonds to 10% of the annual
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federal highway funds (i.e., up to 10% of the state’s
annual federal funding can be used for bond debt
service). Louisiana has also taken advantage of the
federal Transportation Infrastructure Finance and
Innovation Act (TIFIA) loan program, which will be
repaid with state dollars but helped accelerate
construction of LA 3241 (a TIMED project) and will be
repaid with BP settlement funds from the Deepwater
Horizon oil spill. Public private partnership options are
limited by the need for interested private sector
partners and, similar to tolling and value capture
programs, are only appropriate and feasible for select
large-scale transportation projects.
Many state transportation responsibilities are not
eligible for federal cost share and must be supported by
state sources alone. According to the Institute on
Taxation and Economic Policy (2011), state taxes are
“the most significant source of highway funding under
the control of state lawmakers.”20 In addition to gas
taxes, states can redirect traditional revenue sources
toward transportation. Three states, Nebraska, Utah,
and Wisconsin, have used continuous diversion of state
general-funds to supplement their state transportation
trust fund.20 A majority of states, including Louisiana,
have made one-time general fund diversions or used
general obligation state bonds to support
transportation projects.17 Redirecting state general
funds acknowledge the importance of a strong
transportation network to a state’s economy and can be
seen as an illustration that current funding sources
provide insufficient revenue to meet this pressing need.
Yet, despite this type of additional spending Louisiana’s
infrastructure backlog has continued to grow.
LOUISIANA’S GAS TAX21
In Louisiana, drivers pay $0.20 in state taxes and $0.184
in federal taxes on each gallon of gasoline. While state
taxes are the same price per gallon for diesel, federal
taxes cost $.244 per gallon.22,23 Louisiana’s base gas tax
of $0.16 was enacted in 1984.24 An additional $0.04 to
support a specific list of projects was approved in 1989
and went into effect in 1990.25 This additional $0.04 is
dedicated to paying for 16 projects identified in 1989
through the Transportation Infrastructure Model for
Economic Development (TIMED) project.26
The TIMED tax was initially levied for fifteen years,
1990-2005. In 1998, the four cents were extended until
completion of bond payments, now expected to be paid
in full by 2045. Bonds worth $2.85 billion were initially
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issued in 2012, but as a result of the 2005 hurricane
season, the expected cost of construction for the 16
projects increased to $5.24 billion. TIMED funding
supported $4.65 billion of the costs with additional
costs funded by other state highway bonds. Fourteen of
the 16 projects were funded and completed in 2016.
The two remaining projects received additional funding
from the Louisiana Highway Priority Program.13,26
All but two other states have raised their gas tax more
recently than Louisiana. Since 2010, 36 states have
raised their gas tax through legislation or an automatic
formula used to adjust the tax rate.27 Nationally, the
average state tax rate is nearly $0.37 per gallon
including taxes and other fees.22 Benchmarking to
national averages, or states with similar infrastructure
needs to Louisiana may offer a useful perspective for
thinking about the adequacy of Louisiana’s current gas
tax. However, a simple comparison of the purchasing
power of the state’s gas tax when it was first enacted to
the purchasing power today provides a useful backdrop
of thinking about the size of potential gas tax changes.
Because the additional $0.04 is dedicated to TIMEDrelated bond payments, we focus on the $0.16 base gas
tax. The 37-year time period since Louisiana’s current
gas tax was established stretches across such a long
time horizon that no single measure of inflation can be
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used for a direct comparison. The Federal Highway
Administration developed a National Highway
Construction Cost Index (NHCCI) for purposes of
comparing highway expenditures in real terms over
time. However, the metric began in 2003 so alternate
measures of inflation are used in earlier years.
Specifically, we combine the Producer Price Index (PPI)
for Highways and Roads for the period 1987-2003 and
the PPI for all goods for 1984-1987 (which shows a
modest decrease in prices). Using each of these series in
sequence, we find that the $0.16 in 1984 would be
worth approximately $0.415 in current dollars. In other
words, the gas tax would need to be increased by
$0.255 per gallon to be on par with the value in 1984.
Alternatively, it could be said that inflation alone has
eroded 61.5% of the value of the gas tax since 1984.
Beyond the impact of inflation increases in fuel
efficiency also mean that more miles are being driven
per gallon of gas, further eroding the state’s ability to
maintain its infrastructure with the current gas tax.
As in many states, the reduction in driving due to
COVID-19 has further reduced gas tax revenues. While
the COVID-19 pandemic initially caused a large decrease
in vehicle miles traveled, travel has begun to rebound.
Nonetheless, lower gas tax revenue resulting from
reduced gas purchases has impacted both state and
federal transportation funding.
DOTD projections show that the estimated amount of
total TIMED debt service will increase over time above
the revenues generated by the $0.04 dedicated tax. To
service this debt, DOTD projects the need to use an
increasing share of the base $0.16 gas tax further
reducing the dollars available to address Louisiana’s
transportation needs. The estimated amount of
revenue needed from the $0.16 gas tax to cover TIMED
debt service coverage is $16.7 million in FY21, $49.8
million for FY30, and $85.3 million for FY43.14 This is
more than two of the base 16 cents that will be
redirected to cover the TIMED debt service. Over the
last 12 months, Louisiana has been able to refinance
several long-term debt obligations, which collectively
lowered future bond payments by a total of $201
million.
VALUE OF NEW TRANSPORTATION INVESMENTS
Transportation investment has the potential to drive
broad economic growth. Most studies find a positive
relationship between transportation investment and
economic benefit; however, depending on the type of
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investment, there can be a large range in the rate of
return.28 Meta-analysis of transportation studies
suggests that investment returns are uneven among
industries. Some sectors, such as manufacturing and
construction, receive a higher return on a state’s
investment than others, and the benefits may manifest
over different time horizons.8
Different types of transportation projects can have
different returns and each state must calculate the mix
of highway, bridges, maintenance, public
transportation, and other projects that require funding.
The broad mix of projects and state-level choices about
specific projects that improve accessibility and
connectivity all impact the economic return from
transportation funding. A Federal Highway
Administration (1996) report looked at four decadelong periods between 1950-1989 and found an annual
rate of return between 10-35 percent for highway
capital with an average return of 28 percent.29 More
recently, several states have conducted analyses of
their own transportation department funding. Florida
found their transportation dollars returned $4 for every
$1 invested between 2019 and 2023 for an expected
total monetized benefit of approximately $164 billion
by 2048.30 Missouri’s Department of Transportation’s
(MDOT) evaluates their economic return from
transportation investments annually. MDOT has a target
return goal of above $3.62 for every dollar invested, the
performance level achieved during the 2014-2018
transportation return evaluation. Since 2016, the MODT
transportation investment return has fluctuated
between $2.44 and $2.50.31 States that have conducted
repeated return on investment (ROI) studies have
concluded that as sustained investments improve the
quality of the system, the ROI begins to fall suggesting
that states with more deferred maintenance may see
benefits at the larger end of the spectrum seen in prior
studies. Given Louisiana’s large backlog, the ROI for high
priority projects in the near term could potentially be at
or above the high end of the range seen in recent
literature and Louisiana may see an elevated ROI for an
extended period of time as the state chips away at the
infrastructure backlog. To provide policy makers with
better guidance when making revenue generating and
budget prioritization decisions, Louisiana should
undertake in depth and ongoing research to study the
return on investment of Louisiana’s infrastructure
spending as has been done by many other states.
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Transportation investments that increase economic
activity tend to move growth towards “nodes or
corridors” thereby increasing population and/or
employment density. In contrast, transportation
investment that reduces population or employment
density also reduces economic activity.32 Transportation
projects do not have a uniform benefit across a state or
region. Investments affect regions and states
differently, with reduced effects when evaluated at
smaller scales.33 Highway capital projects have a
positive impact on economic output in the area where
the investment is made with diminishing returns as
distance from the investment location increase.34

2.

The quality of the infrastructure is as much a part of
access as the network itself. Inadequate infrastructure
increases marginal costs for businesses, reducing
productivity. Improving infrastructure can change
market structure and the production and consumption
processes. Enhancing infrastructure that impacts the
distribution and movement of goods and services may
have a higher impact on economic benefits than other
types of publicly funded infrastructure.35,36 Developing
regional amenities, such as through improved
transportation access and quality, may attract
households and firms and increase the regional impact
of public investment.35

5.

SUMMARY
Louisiana faces a large and growing backlog of
infrastructure needs with stagnant funding that has lost
considerable value since its passage over 30 years ago.
Inflation alone has eroded 61.5 percent of the
purchasing power of the state’s gas tax while increases
in fuel efficiency and increased pressure on those
dollars to cover other commitments further exacerbate
Louisiana’s inability to maintain and grow the state’s
infrastructure at a level acceptable to the public and
that maximizes economic opportunity. However, the
opportunity to make new investments brings the
promise of a sizeable return on investment with results
from recent literature suggesting that an ROI of 4 is a
reasonable benchmark for Louisiana when weighing the
value of new infrastructure spending. In other words, an
increase in spending of $100m on high priority
infrastructure could be expected to generate $400m in
economic benefits.
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